
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Those _______ reckon on the help of man are badly off indeed.1. who

A very scattered and isolated population, among _______ large families
were the rule, is a most difficult thing to estimate.
2. whom

So it was I _______ proposed the separation as to property.3. who

This it was that formed the great object of attraction, even to those to
_______ the prototype had grown flat and uninteresting.
4.

whom

The regard and affection which my father entertained for his first-born were
natural enough, and appeared to none more so than myself, _______
cherished the same feelings towards him.

5.
who

And so followed a time of nominal peace, and a generation arose with
_______ it was no longer respectable and worthy-one might say a matter of
duty-to fight a country with which one's own land was not at war.

6.
whom

The soldiers themselves, among _______ this sacrilegious plunder was
distributed, received it with a blush; and hardened as they were in acts of
violence, they dreaded the just reproaches of their friends and relations.

7. whom

He embraced the child _______ had pushed the gun aside.8. who

One day, as she was at this fountain, there came to her a poor woman,
_______ begged of her to let her drink.
9.

who

You cannot trust a man with your money _______ cannot take care of his
own.
10. who

Had any young fellow been on the train within a day or two, _______ had
attracted his notice?
11. who

It was Mary, _______ had come once more to pray by the grave of her
beloved friend.
12. who

He soon lost the guide _______ befriended him.13. who
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It was to be the active centre of energy for a new generation, and there
were five founders, each of _______ was highly ambitious to distinguish
himself in verse.

14.
whom

It was Charlotte _______ thought of that for her.15. who

Those _______ desire to bring peace about before that purpose is
achieved I counsel to carry their advice elsewhere.
16. who

It was he _______ broke the silence, and his voice was curiously free
from all trace of emotion.
17. who

Do not trust a woman _______ talks of her virtue.18. who

If he should appear in any company of human souls, _______ would not
march in his troop?
19. who

This pleasing picture might perhaps leave some impression on the soul of
the young criminal, in _______ a preference for good could still, though
rarely, be fanned to a flame.

20.
whom
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